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Lucy knows that kissing Tom Lemmings behind the ball shed will make her a legend. But she doesn’t count
on that quick clap of lips propelling her from coolest to lamest fourth grader overnight. Suddenly Lucy finds
herself trapped in Dorkdom, where a diamond ring turns your finger green, where the boy you kiss hates you
three days later, where your best friend laughs as you cry, where parents seem to stop liking you, and where
baby sisters are born different.
Now Lucy has a choice: she can be like her former best friend, Becky, who would do anything to claim her
seat at the cool table in the cafeteria, or Lucy can pull up a chair among the solo eaters—a.k.a. the dorks.
Still unsure, Lucy partners with super quiet Sam Righter on a research project about wolves. Lucy connects
her own school hierarchy with what she learns about animal pack life—where some wolves pin down weaker
ones just because they can, and others risk everything to fight their given place in the pack. Soon Lucy finds
her third option: creating a pack of her own, even if it is simply a pack of dorks.
Weaving tough issues, including bullying, loyalty, and disability, with a thread of snarky humor, family
bonds, and fresh perspective, Pack of Dorks paints characters coming-of-age and coming-to-terms. This new
paperback edition includes a Q&A with the author as well as a sample chapter of Beth Vrabel’s upcoming
middle grade novel, A Blind Guide to Stinkville.
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From reader reviews:
Willie Clark:
Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important thing for
us to understand everything in the world. Each book has different aim or goal; it means that book has
different type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They are reading whatever
they consider because their hobby is definitely reading a book. How about the person who don't like reading
through a book? Sometime, person feel need book after they found difficult problem or exercise. Well,
probably you will require this Pack of Dorks.

Mark Thomas:
A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them household or
their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or perhaps
playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity honestly, that is look different
you can read any book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent
24 hours a day to reading a publication. The book Pack of Dorks it is extremely good to read. There are a lot
of those who recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. When you did not have enough
space to bring this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book through your
smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book offers high quality.

Gary Tawney:
Are you kind of active person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill possibly analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book when
compared with can satisfy your short space of time to read it because all this time you only find reserve that
need more time to be go through. Pack of Dorks can be your answer given it can be read by you who have
those short time problems.

Theodore Mullis:
Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book may filled the space in your house, you might have it in
e-book method, more simple and reachable. This kind of Pack of Dorks can give you a lot of pals because by
you taking a look at this one book you have factor that they don't and make you actually more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This publication offer you
information that might be your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than different make you to be
great individuals. So , why hesitate? Let's have Pack of Dorks.
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